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ABSTRACT
An Empirical Analysis of the Reasons Why
Guests Select and Return to Las Vegas
Hotel/Casino Properties
by
Eileen N. Kennedy
Dr. Michael Petrillose, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Hospitality
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
The purpose of this thesis was to examine the reasons why guests select and return
to Las Vegas hotel/casino properties. The study intended to investigate the importance of
the host relationship in the guests' reasons for selection and return to a particular property.
Current marketing research indicates that customer retention is directly related to
satisfaction and individualized service experiences. For this reason, research topics were
identified as relationship marketing, customer satisfaction versus retention, and loyalty
management. Findings suggest that guests with hosts and guests without hosts tend to be
comprised of the same demographic group. Casino guests with hosts demonstrated
longer hours spent gambling per day; larger average wagers; and a tendency to play
table games rather than slot machines. Finally, the importance of the host relationship
was determined as low.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Purpose o f the study
In the last two years. Las Vegas has witnessed rapid growth. The “mega-resort”
has become the mainstay of Las Vegas Boulevard. Each new property boasts a different
theme. Rather than the western themes of old Las Vegas, designers have introduced
everything from lush getaways and pirate ships, to exotic and romanticized cities. Instead
of traveling the world to see famous cities and notable landmarks like the pyramids, they
visit on the “Strip”. The MGM Grand’s introduction of the 5,005 room hotel no longer
appears so shocking as Las Vegas mainstays like Caesars Palace build extensions of
1,500 rooms and Steve Wynn breaks ground on another 3,000 room project. These new
projects not only require employees to operate them, but players to support them.
Las Vegas appears to be reaching a saturation point. If this prediction is true,
hotel/casinos will need to retain current players. Hermig-Thurau and Klee ( 1997)
discussed customer satisfaction in relation to retention. The authors argued that satisfied
customers do not necessarily equate to loyal and repeat customers. Jones and Sasser
(1995) supported this theory in their article entitled, Whv Satisfied Customers Defect.
Both articles recommended that the first step to customer retention is determining why
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players are merely satisfied and not overwhelmed by an experience. In addition to asking
current customers questions in regards to their current properties, Jones and Sasser (1995)
stated that equally beneficial information comes from talking to previous customers.
Organizations can learn as much from why their current patrons have left similar
establishments as they can from why those patrons have come to their establishment.
New properties not only are attractive to gamblers, but they provide opportunities
for promotions, raises, and advancement for local employees. If guest responses suggest
that much of guest loyalty is determined by the relationship between the host and the
player, management will need to explore the continued use of relationship marketing.
Two main issues, customer loyalty and loyalty management, need to be explored.
Customer loyalty as it relates to relationship marketing, satisfaction, and retention; and
loyalty management in terms of how the relationship marketing techniques can be used to
improve structural support of the organization and whether loyal customers are a direct
result of loyal employees will be investigated.

Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the study was to explore reasons why guests selected and returned
to properties. Specifically, the study intended to identify reasons why guests initially
select and return to hotel/casino properties. In addition, the research also investigated the
importance of the host relationship in the guests’ reasons for selection and return to a
particular property.
Since there is no existing documentation that identifies why customers are loyal to
hotel/casinos, three primary factors were isolated and studied; relationship
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m arketing, custom er retention, and loyalty management.

Research Questions
The following research questions were presented by the researcher.
1.

What are the demographic characteristics and behaviors of the casino guests
respondents?

2.

What are the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for hotel/casino
selections?

3.

Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos in regards to the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons
for hotel/casino selection?

4.

What are the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for returning to a
hotel/casino?

5.

Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos in regards to the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons
for hotel/casino return?

6.

How are reasons for selection different from reasons for returning to a
hotel/casino property?

7.

How do respondents with hosts behave differently from those without?

8.

Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos host in regards to the factors identified by the guests as important
host behaviors?
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Sub-Problems
Turnbull and Wilson (1989), defined relationship marketing as a two tiered
system. The first tier being the social bonds or the specific relationship between a
particular company representative and a customer. The second tier is described as
structural, which operates when the social bond is not available. Applied to a casino, the
host is the social bond and supportive services such as VIP or Casino Guest Services are
the structural. Turnbull and Wilson (1989) suggested the social bond is only effective
when the structural is able to maintain consistent service in the absence of the social
bond. In addition, the authors further implied the social bond will be weakened by an
ineffective structure. Therefore indicating that a holistic approach to hotel/casino
properties must be established by management.
The concept of relationship marketing is one which many casinos have been using
for years. In Las Vegas casinos. Casino or Executive hosts (from here out to be referred
to as “hosts”) act as the primary liaison between a guest and the property. If a guest
needs a room, tickets, a free dinner, transportation, or whatever else may be required, it is
the host who is contacted. The relationship between the host and the player is unique.
The host knows the player’s tastes and habits. After a few visits a relationship between
the guest and host should form. A good host should anticipate and predict the needs of
the player based upon their knowledge gained from this personalized relationship.
However, this close relationship places the host between the player and the property,
possibly detracting from the property’s influence.
Reichheld’s (1993) theory o f loyalty-based management stated that the basis of
faithful customers is loyal employees. This theory supports the concept that marketers
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need to have the “right” customers and keep in contact with these customers with the
assistance of loyal employees. In the same way, Reichheld upholds the need for more
selective hiring processes to obtain the “right” employees. The goal is to hire staff which
are not only capable o f performing a job, but who will continue to learn, become more
productive, and create trusting relationships with customers (Reichheld, 1993). These
two theories, relationship marketing and loyalty-based management introduce a number
of sub-problems.
•

Are customers leaving previous properties because the hotel/casino performed
poorly on factors indicated by the respondents as most important?

•

Do respondents with hosts select properties for the same reasons as
respondents without hosts?

•

Do respondents with hosts return to properties for the same reason as
respondents without hosts?

Delimitations of the study
The study was limited to Las Vegas hotel/casinos properties. Such limitations
therefore excluded properties not located on the Strip or considered in the Strip proximity
(i.e., downtown properties), and properties which do not provide the services and
amenities of a resort property.
Brand names and brand name loyalty was not tested since the majority of Strip
properties do not carry a flagship name (e.g. Circus Circus owns Circus Circus, Luxor,
Excalibur, and Monte Carlo but only Circus Circus bears the corporation name). The
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study was not limited by market segment. Every attempt was made to include all the
varieties of properties represented on the Strip.
Surveys were completed primarily as a result of intercepts conducted on a major
Las Vegas Boulevard skywalk intersection. Prior to answering surveys, guests were
prescreened for currently staying in a Las Vegas Strip property and for maintaining a
casino player account. Surveys were also distributed to established casino guests (those
with previously recorded play which was tracked with the use of a player account) on
each property. Casino guests are identified by the assignment o f player tracking systems
which give guests preferential service at check in/out, restaurants, and provide discounts
on room rates.

Definition of terms
Strip Properties: The south end of Las Vegas Boulevard, running from Russell Road to
Sahara.
Mega-Resorts: The larger properties, containing over 2,000 rooms, may include various
attractions such as show rooms, bowling alleys, amusement parks, retail space, and
multiple food and beverage outlets.
Las Vegas Casino Resorts: Interchangeably used to describe the mega-resorts.
Hotel/Casino: Interchangeably used to describe the mega-resorts or casino resorts.
Hotel Guest: Registered guests of the hotel. Does not have player account and makes
reservations through general room reservations.
Casino Guest: Different from the hotel guest in that they have established histories of
play at individual casinos. Makes reservations through separate departments (casino
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marketing, casino guest services, or VIP Services) than hotel guests. Are differentiated in
the reservations systems consistently throughout Las Vegas.
Retention versus Satisfaction: Not to be used interchangeably. To retain is to keep or
use, or to hold or continue to hold in possession. Whereas to satisfy is to make content or
to appease, to fulfill requirements (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 1993).
Attrition: As it applies to the customer, the gradual wearing down or grinding down, a
state in which a customer, for personal reasons begins to question continued patronage of
a supplier (Lowenstein, 1995). Questions regarding patronage are not limited to the
supplier (the hotel/casino) but extends to the service providers (i.e., following host to new
properties).
Relationship marketing: An orientation of treating all customer interactions as part o f an
ongoing stream of interactions, rather than treating each customer interaction as an
isolated incident. Focuses on long-term relationships and series o f transactions with the
customer (Berry, 1983).
Host: Also known as an Executive or Casino Host. Representative of the Casino who
gains and/or retains clientele through shared interests, language, or background. Acts as
liaison between Casino and guests to personalize service.
Lovaltv Management: System in a company which requires radical departure from
traditional business thinking. Places the creation of customer value at the center of
business strategy (Reichheld, 1993). Aimed at creating an environment for employees to
feel they have a personal stake in customer retention through service (Heskett, Sasser, and
Schlesinger, 1997)
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Summary
This study focused on the primary reasons for customer retention. In an
environment where survival depends on customer retention and attracting new customers,
it is financially prudent to determine the primary reasons for customer retention and
defection. The hotel/casino properties able to solicit and utilize this information will
discover the need to change or update their marketing and/or operating strategies to meet
the demands of an ever-changing industry and remain competitive.
Chapter one delineated the purpose and objectives of the study. It presented
research questions, definitions, assumptions, and delimitations of the study. A review of
literature in support of the research questions follows. It was determined by the
researcher that the primary areas of study were relationship marketing, customer
retention, and loyalty management. These topics were identified as a result of current
marketing literature which strongly suggests a connection between customer satisfaction
and retention and individualized service experiences which are summarized as
relationship marketing techniques. Relationship marketing literature introduced the idea
that without the support of management, relationships would be limited and thereby lack
effectiveness. As a result, management philosophies were reviewed and consolidated
under the subject heading “loyalty management”.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This chapter is divided into three sections; (a) relationship marketing, (b)
customer retention, and (c) loyalty management. These topics were identified as a result
of current marketing literature which strongly suggests a connection between customer
satisfaction and retention and individualized service experiences which are summarized
as relationship marketing techniques.

Relationship Marketing
Stem and Barton (1997) suggested that in order to create a point of difference and
sustain loyalty, marketers must move into the age of building customer relationships that
add value to their brands. Today, many companies are brand or product focused. The
emphasis on the customer has been forgotten. Many corporate marketing departments
focus on increasing market share, maintaining trade relationships and building brand
awareness. This type of environment begins to lose track of the customer. Stem and
Barton (1997) indicated that effective customer growth depends on knowing what
percentage of business comes from each customer segment.
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Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc ( 1997) conducted research on the correlation
between customer satisfaction, relationship marketing, and the likelihood o f repeat
business. The authors found that customer research and relationship marketing are
inseparably intertwined aspects of an overall customer orientation. Unfortunately, it is
seldom recognized that research is part o f the relationship. In fact, a major difference
between relationship-orientated marketing organizations and transaction-oriented
organizations is the content and maintenance of a customer information system.
Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc (1997) suggested that customer satisfaction research
can become a proactive tool for relationship marketing. The authors implied the concept
of relationship marketing has turned its focus to keeping promises made to the customer.
Ideally, this will develop trust and loyalty between the customer and the supplier. Loyal
customers are an obvious benefit to sellers (in this case, hotels). The trust in a
relationship has value to the client in terms of reduced risk, stress, search costs, and
general simplification of use.
To implement a successful relationship marketing orientation requires that
personnel working within the corporation are sold on the concept themselves. Service
quality cannot be treated as a “program” or a “campaign”; rather it must be viewed as a
corporate philosophy.
Research conducted by Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc presented a template for
the implementation of a successful relationship marketing orientation. The authors
studied the Lexus “Customer First” program as well as Alamo’s “Best Friends” program.
In the Lexus program, the corporate philosophy of “customer first, dealer second, and
Toyota third” was examined. There was a sophisticated selection process for dealers
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II

which allowed only seven percent of the candidates that applied to actually become
dealers. Telephone surveys were used by the sales staff shortly after purchase or service
visits. In the same manner. Alamo’s program followed the philosophy of “Make your
customers your best friends; treat them that way all the time, and they will always be your
customers.” Alamo also implemented follow up calls as a means of establishing these
friendships.
The phone call, the philosophy of customers as friends, the theory of placing the
customer first- all can be incorporated into traditional customer satisfaction programs,
designed to show that sellers of suppliers care. Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc (1997)
investigated whether this interaction translated into customer behavior. In other words,
did customer satisfaction surveys and increased personal interaction have an impact on
behavior? Second, did the interaction maintain that relationship for future business?
Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc ( 1997) found the interaction improved
customer loyalty by 55.6% of those who were contacted after their first visit, whereas
only 48.7% of those not contacted returned for visits. A percentage difference which
Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc ( 1997) concluded that surveys are opportunities to do
more than data collection, they are opportunities to strengthen relationship and build
loyalty among customers.
Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc (1997) focused their research on the impact that
heightened customer service programs had on repeat business. In contrast, Texas A&M
faculty member, Leonard L. Berry focused his research on the particular facets of
customer service which would result in customer retention. Berry (1995) approached
relationship marketing as a “new-old concept”. The idea o f earning customers’ loyalty by
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satisfying wants and needs- is old. To marketers, it is a new concept to place greater
importance on understanding a customers wants and needs rather than place the
importance on acquiring new customers.
Berry (1995) defined relationship marketing as “attracting, maintaining and - in
multi-service organizations - enhancing customer relationships”. Just as the acquisition
of new customers is viewed as marketing. Berry (1995) emphasized that solidifying the
relationship with current customers and transforming indifferent customers into loyal
ones, should be considered marketing as well.
Reichheld and Sasser (1990) demonstrated that in a variety of service industries
profits rise steeply when there is a lower customer defection rate. The researchers found
that firms could improve profits from 25 percent to 85 percent by reducing customer
defections by just 5 percent. In short, loyal customers generate more revenue for more
years and cost less to maintain than the acquisition o f new customers (Reichheld and
Sasser, 1990).
Berry (1995) reminded marketers that customers will have difficulty measuring
the benefits of being loyal since services are intangible in nature. For this reason. Berry
(1995) identified the service industries as the best examples of environments where
relationship marketing provides many of the important characteristics which would result
in customers desire to have continuity with the same provider. Examples of such
characteristics would be feeling important (i.e., name recognition, prompt service),
receiving proactive service (i.e., phone calls suggesting a visit, offers to include the client
in promotions), and having a customized experience (i.e., where they are given special
privileges such as tickets, discounts, line passes).
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Berry (1995) divides relationship marketing into three levels. The more
relationship marketing is practiced within these three levels, the greater the potential for
sustained customer retention. Level one relates directly to value and pricing incentives.
An example of this that Berry (1995) studied, is American Airlines’ AAdvantage
Program. The concept behind the AAdvantage Program was to provide price incentive
through frequent use. The more a participant used American Airlines, the more they were
rewarded with discounted fares, early boarding, drink coupons, etc. The extra benefits
were to improve overall value and thereby distinguish American Airlines from their
competition. Unfortunately for American Airlines, most of their competitors followed
this example and designed similar programs. This is not unlike Las Vegas player clubs.
Each hotel/casino has a player club, designed to track the players and to provide
incentives or returns on a basis of the recorded play. Just as with the airlines,
hotel/casinos are aware that the market is flooded with incentive programs thereby
rendering the initial pricing incentives weak in assuring hotel/casino properties of
customer retention.
At this point that the second level of relationship marketing begins to emerge.
Although pricing is an essential element of the mix, social bonds add the necessary
service customization which will improve retention. Social bonding involves the
personalizing and customization of the relationship through regular communication,
recognition o f customers, use of customer’s names during transactions, continuity of
service, and augmentation o f service with entertainment actives (Berry, 1995). In Las
Vegas, entertainment activities can be directly related to the casino and gaming (i.e., slot
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or table tournaments) or to non-gaming related activities (i.e., shows, lounges, or
restaurants).
The best example o f level two relationship marketing is the host relationship used
in conjunction with the VIP Services or Casino Services departments. The host provides
the personalization and customization, and is responsible for regular communication
(calls guest they have not seen in a while, send flowers on birthdays, invites guests to
spend special dates such as anniversaries or holidays at the casino). VIP Services or
Casino Services supplements this relationship by handling arrangements and following
through on host promises. These departments also assist in the preparation o f special
events, player tournaments, and holiday galas. All of these benefits are by invitation only
and are designed to make the guest feel special, unique, and important.
Crosby, Evans, and Cowles (1990) tested the influence of relationships on
retention. Their study suggested that future sales depended mainly on the quality of the
relationship. However, the social bonding or relationship normally cannot overcome a
noncompetitive core product (level one). In addition, the social relationship may prompt
customers to be more tolerant of a service failure and give the company an opportunity to
respond (Crosby, Evans and Cowles, 1990).
Finally, level three relationship marketing relies on the structural solutions to
important customer problems. Regardless of how favorable the level two relationship
(the social bond between the host and the player), if the structure (the supporting systems
of the hotel/casino) is insufficient, customers will not be retained. A hotel/casino, for
example, may provide great price incentives through the membership o f their player club.
The relationship between the host and the player may be excellent and VIP Services may
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be prompt, courteous, and attentive. However, if the rooms are never cleaned in time;
and the restaurants serve cold food; and the dealers are not friendly; rather than
enhancing the relationship; the structure may detract from the level one and two
attractions. Customers may then leave a hotel/casino failing to remember the positive
experiences associated with the pricing incentives, or the relationship with hosts. The
result would be in the overall failure o f the hotel/casino to provide an exceptional
experience, which may cause guests to choose a different property for their next visit.
Level three can be viewed as both the physical experience and the problem-solving
machine. In the absence o f level two participants, the structure must continue with the
same customized delivery system or risk customer defection (Crosby, Evans and Cowles,
1990).
Crosby, Evans, and Cowles (1990) studied the quality of the salesperson-customer
relationship as perceived by the customer. The result was that the higher the perceived
relationship quality, the more the customer relied on the salesperson’s integrity. In
addition, customer confidence in the salesperson’s future performance due to the level of
past performance, was rated higher when relationship quality was viewed higher. This
confidence lends to customer trust, in both the product and the efficiency o f service
(Crosby, Evans, and Cowles, 1990).
Applied to the casino industry, the relationship between the host is an integral part
in retaining customers who may have initially picked the hotel/casino for price value,
aesthetic value, a new experience, or what have you. The host relationship is essential in
keeping customers returning to the property. As studied by Crosby, Evans, and Cowles
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(1990), the quality of the relationship will be a determining factor in whether the
structure, as stated by Berry (1995), has the ability to supersede the social bond.

Customer Retention
The relationship, regardless of the tier level as outlined above, is only one o f the
reasons that customers return to a property. As previously mentioned, the importance of
retaining customers can be stated most simply in dollars and cents. Reichheld and Sasser
(1990) published results from a credit card company’s defection rate. The study showed
that as the defection rate dropped by five percent, profits increased seventy-five percent
over the life span of a customer relationship. Reichheld and Sasser (1990) conducted
similar studies in a bank branch, insurance brokerage, and auto-service. The authors
concluded that despite fluctuations in profitability, it is far less costly and more profitable
in the long term, to retain customers than seek new ones.
To retain customers, many industries are improving relationships between the
client and the company. An integral component o f the relationship is to solicit feedback
from customers regarding their level o f satisfaction. In addition, companies must
ascertain the customers perceptions of their value to the company. Reichheld and Sasser
( 1990) suggested that the most critical issue with respect to customer defections is
whether the business regularly gathers information about their customers.
Vavra (1992) introduced the concept that satisfaction and repeat business are
directly related. Vavra's book entitled, Affermarketing, refers to the need to continue
marketing to customers even after the initial point o f contact. Nowhere is this more
important than in the hospitality industry where repeat business is essential. Vavra
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(1992) stated that numerous studies show that repurchase likelihood is directly related to
satisfaction rating (See Figure 1). Vavra (1992) tested sales experiences and service
experiences. The author determined that both sales and service experiences needed to be
positive for maximized repurchase (retention).

Figure 1: Likelihood of Repurchase Due to Sales and Service
Sales
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+
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+
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(Vavra, 1992)

There is a high correlation between satisfaction and repurchase (retention or
repeat business); however, it cannot be used as the only indicator. Vavra (1992) also
used a scatter diagram to show a moderate to high positive correlation between product
satisfaction and likelihood of repurchase. There are several instances in which high
product satisfaction was coupled with low intent to repurchase, as well as cases o f low
product satisfaction and high intent to repurchase; further indications that satisfied
customers do not equate to retained customers.
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Lowenstein ( 1995) suggested that successful companies should talk to their
former customers. Lowenstein ( 1995) stated that when customers become angry,
frustrated, or tired enough with poor product or service performance, defection is often
the outcome. Ordinarily, there is little input from the former customer as to why they
left. Rather than dismiss former customers as lost causes, the author reasoned that these
former customers have valuable experiences to share.
From former customers, companies can identify:
•

What quality of products or services are being offered by competitors,

•

The reasons leading to their defection,

•

Assessment of product and service of the company as well as the competition, and

•

Likelihood of repurchase or return (Lowenstein, 1995).

With this information, companies are better able to identify areas o f product or service
challenges, and to asses the degree of effort which will be needed to re-acquire former
customers while retaining current customers.
Lowenstein (1995) indicated that relying on customer satisfaction surveys can be
risky. Many customers will not take the time to complain. Out o f frustration they will
simply defect and not give clear reasons as to why. In addition, many complaints which
are registered may not be representative of the majority o f guests. According to
Lowenstein (1995), customers need to be asked directly if there were problems, how they
were handled and why the customer did not register the complaint. In order to be ahead
of competitors, companies must do more than responded to customers, they must
anticipate wants and needs.
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Schneider and Bowen (1995) discuss this concept of respecting the customer’s
needs and defined the difference between expectations and needs. The authors indicated
that expectations are conscious, specific, and short-term. Needs, in contrast, are
unconscious, global, and long-term. Both expectations and needs determine how people
interpret what happens to them and around them. When expectations are met, individuals
are not usually conscious of them. However, when they are neglected, individuals react
with disappointment or dissatisfaction. When needs are not met, individuals react in
anger or outrage. Companies have to recognize that both needs and expectations need to
be met to satisfy a customer. If we violate a need of a customer, we may lose that guest.
However, if companies can meet their needs and then exceed their expectations, they may
both satisfy and retain the guest.
Jones and Sasser (1995) further illustrated the need to completely satisfy
customers. The authors argued, like Lowenstein (1995), the assumption that satisfaction
and loyalty are correlated. According to Jones and Sasser (1995) except in a few rare
instances, complete customer satisfaction is the key to securing customer loyalty and
generating superior long-term financial performance. In short, customers need to be
overwhelmed by a superior service experience to become loyal to a company.
A study conducted by Xerox Corporation sparked further investigation by Jones
and Sasser (1995). Xerox discovered that “totally satisfied” customers (those
overwhelmed by superior experiences) were six times more likely to repurchase Xerox
products over the next eighteen months than its “satisfied” customers (those not
dissatisfied but not rating Xerox as exceptional). The implication is that merely satisfied
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customers do not result in loyal customers. Further, loyal customers are those which are
“totally satisfied”.
Jones and Sasser (1995) then tested automobiles, personal computers for
businesses, airlines, and local telephone services. Just as with the frequent flyer programs
previously mentioned, Jones and Sasser’s (1995) airline market study provided similar
comparison to the hospitality industry. As with Las Vegas hotel/casinos, there are
varying levels o f competition, loyalty-promotions programs, and price incentive
programs. Airlines respond to competitor’s price changes, and base rates on customer
demands. This is similar to the Las Vegas hotel/casino market where prices fluctuate on
the basis o f room occupancy, conventions, seasonality, and competition.
The traditional assumptions are that satisfaction and retention will have a linear
relationship. In other words, as satisfaction increased, so would retention. However,
Jones and Sasser (1995) found evidence to support the findings of Xerox. Totally
satisfied customers were more loyal than merely satisfied customers. In markets with
more competition, there was a substantial difference between loyalties o f satisfied and
completely satisfied customers. Jones and Sasser (1995) concluded that at certain times
or under certain circumstances, satisfaction has a much bigger impact on loyalty.
Hennig-Thurau and Klee (1997) conducted an examination of the satisfactionretention relationship. In the context of relationship marketing, Henning-Thurau and
Klee ( 1997) suggested that customer satisfaction is often viewed as a central determinant
of customer retention. However, the authors also found that little has been done to prove
this theory.
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According to Henning-Thurau and Klee (1997), customer retention aims at repeatpurchase behavior which is triggered by marketing efforts (See Figure 2). Therefore the
study of customer retention focuses on both the managerial aspects and the scientific
knowledge gained in the field o f repeat-purchase. A model created by Herming-Thurau
and Klee (1997) supported this, as well as validated Jones and
Sasser’s (1995) claim that retention is a direction result of the quality o f relationship
between the customer (casino guest) and the company representative (host).

Figure 2: Relationship Quality

Relationship Quality
Relative Quali
Com mit
mem

Customer
Satisfaction

Customer
Retention

intmpsychological. contextual and situational factors

(Henning-Thurau and Klee, 1997)

Many companies do not understand the relationship between customer loyalty and
cash flow profits (Reichheld, 1996). Amongst the difficulties experienced while studying
customer defections, Reichheld (1996) listed the following:
It is unpleasant to study failure too closely.
Customer defection is often hard to define.
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•

Sometimes “customer” is hard to define: companies need to determine which
customers are worth holding onto.

•

The true reasons for defection are difficult to uncover and then to extract the
appropriate lessons.

•

Getting the right people in the organization which will learn those lessons and
then commit to action on them.

•

The difficult nature o f conceptualizing and setting up the mechanisms that
turn the analysis of customer defections into an ongoing strategic system (p.
56).

Reichheld (1996) reiterated concepts introduced by Sasser and Jones (1995), and
himself (Reichheld, 1993). Satisfaction and retention do not necessarily have a linear
correlation. Much of understanding the concept o f satisfaction involves asking customers
about their experiences with competitors and with your company. Although unpleasant,
and sometimes difficult to detect, reasons behind customer defections can prove quite
costly. Finally, in order to maintain customers, prices must be competitive, relationships
between company representatives and customers must be of high quality, the organization
as a structure must support the relationship, and customers must be totally satisfied.
However, as Reichheld (1996) implied, if the organization is not committed to learning
from their customers (i.e. surveys, focus groups, etc.) and acting upon lessons learned,
even the most satisfied of customers will defect.
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Loyalty Management
Loyalty management tends to be more philosophical than strategic in nature.
Whereas the principles of retention and relationship marketing rely heavily upon the
action of the sales agent, loyalty management is the overall management style. The
marketing elements are solidified in the basis of loyalty management. Loyalty based
management implies that without loyalty management, customer loyalty and retention
will not exist (Reichheld, 1993).
Reichheld (1993) indicated that when a company consistently delivers superior
value and wins customer loyalty, market share and revenues go up, and the cost of
acquiring and serving customers goes down. The loyalty philosophy works on the
premise that by delivering superior service, customer patronage will be increased and
strengthened. The concept of loyalty management although not new has been indirectly
introduced through the theories behind customer retention and relationship marketing.
As advanced by Reichheld (1993) improved service and customer relationships translate
to better repeat business. A number of the Las Vegas hotel/casino properties have
passionately embraced the philosophy as the market place becomes increasingly more
competitive for customers. As with the Japanese concept o f kaizen, it is essential that the
loyalty philosophy be adopted by the entire company and at every level. However, the
problem for many casino executives is how do they instill the idea of loyalty to their
employees whom then pass this onto their customers.
Companies and executives list high turnover rates as one of the reasons for
limiting employee benefit packages. Limited packages combined with imsatisfactory
working conditions results in dissatisfied employees. According to Reichheld, this issue
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o f employee retention is directly related to customer retention. The longer employees
stay with the company the more familiar they become with the business and their
customers. Those employees who deal directly with the customers day after day have the
greatest effect on customer loyalty. Not only are these long term employees better able to
serve their customers, but their established relationships tend to make employees more
loyal.
Reichheld (1993) states that while companies are anxious to focus attention on
new programs to retain and attract customers, they ignore their most valuable tool:
existing employees. Many companies fail to reengineer career path, job content, and
compensation so that employees will stay with the company long enough to learn the new
processes. In the long term, it is more beneficial to the employer to hire qualified staff as
opposed to finding a “warm body” to fill a position. Qualified staff will continue to learn
and strive to be more productive (kaizen), and will create trusting relationships with
customers.
One way for companies to determine if a new employee will be loyal is to review
previous work records. In a loyalty based system, skills and education are not as
important as how long a prospective worker is expecting to stay and grow with the
business. Depending on the industry, this would carry more or less significance. The
banking and hospitality industries for example would be industries where exceptions may
be provided. In these industries, corporations tend to move employees around in an
attempt to gain more experiences such as testing personal management styles, identify
sources of problems, and problem solving techniques.
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Reichheld (1993) stresses that a key factor in employee retention is incentive.
Employees need incentives to apply their knowledge. The best people tend to stay with
the company that pays the most. Loyalty leaders know this, and will view their
employees as they do their best customers. Once employers gain quality employees, they
will want to keep them via higher salaries, bonuses and commissions that align the
employees’ self-interest with the interest o f the company.
There are three second-order effects of loyalty based management:
•

Revenue grows as a result o f repeat purchases and referrals,

•

Cost decline as a result o f lower acquisition expenses and from the efficiencies
of serving experienced customers, and

•

Employee retention increase because job pride and satisfaction increase,
which creates a loop that reinforces customer loyalty and further reduces costs
as hiring and training costs shirk-productivity rises (Reichheld, 1993).

Reichheld (1993) implied care should be exercised when attempting to distinguish
satisfaction and retention. While it may seem that increasing customer satisfaction will
increase retention and therefore profits, the facts are contradictory. In an experiment with
the insurance industry between 65% and 85% of customers who defected said they were
satisfied. In short, “current satisfaction measurement systems are not designed to provide
insight into how many customers stay loyal to the company and for how long,”
(Reichheld, 1993).
Reichheld (1993) suggested that loyalty management is more philosophy and
policy. Similarly, the Japanese have an approach to life known as kaizen. Kaizen,
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simply put, is continuous improvement. It is the process by which activities reach an
ever-higher state of perfection and efficiency. The term applies to management styles,
art, politics, trade, sales, marketing, and customer relations. In Japan, companies go to
great lengths to attract and keep customers. Retailers thank shoppers for patronizing their
stores. In industry, manufacturers invite customers to the facilities to tour the plant and
solicit customer input on modifications or new products. In terms of marketing, Japanese
companies conduct customer satisfaction surveys. These surveys are often done through
hands-on research (Lowenstein, 1995).
Lowenstein (1995) defined hands-on research as getting close to the customers
through personal interviews and telephone or mail-based research. As a result, great care
and emphasis is placed on the selection process. One reason such attention is paid to the
selection process is due to the low employee turnover. Low turnover enables sales and
marketing agents to have greater expertise about their customers, their company, and
competition. Much of customer retention in Japan is founded on relationships between
specific company employees and customers. This same style of relationship focused
marketing can be found in Las Vegas casinos. Lowenstein (1995) stated that US
companies can achieve greater customer retention if they simply accepted the philosophy
o f kaizen into their corporate cultures. It must be noted that kaizen is a life-long
philosophy. It must become an integral aspect of the entire business; not just in terms of
service, but in terms of selection, employee retention, and corporate goals for continuous
improvement o f service and product.
Marconi (1996) suggested corporations need to customize their market segments.
Schneider and Bowen (1995) indicated that the first step to successful service and
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marketing is to identify the needs and expectations of the guest. Lowenstein (1995)
implied that there is a need to examine the reasons why former customers have defected
to other businesses. Finally, kaizen places the emphasis on improved relationships
between the corporation and the client by means of hands-on employee interaction. All
of these researchers (Marconi, 1996; Schneider and Bowen, 1995, and Lowenstein, 1995)
advanced the philosophy that relationships are integral components in establishing lasting
business.
Ideas regarding profit and growth, customer satisfaction and loyalty, employee
satisfaction, employee loyalty, and loyalty management are advanced by Heskett, Sasser,
and Schlesinger (1997). The authors implied that the service chain is a continuous
process segmented by internal loyalties, satisfaction, and service; service concept; and
the external targeted market (See Figure 3). The authors further proposed, relationship
marketing is the development of this chain; where satisfied employees provide superior
service. The superior service component is directly related to perceived value on behalf
of the customer. The perceived value component results in satisfied customers. Satisfied
customers, if totally satisfied, become loyal customers and loyal customers result in
revenue growth and profitability.
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Figure 3: Service Profit Chain
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The chain feeds back into itself and is a continuous process. Heskett, Sasser, and
Schlesinger ( 1997) emphasized that without the management component, superior service
will be discontinued and profits will decrease. Management which is committed to
providing an environment where employees are rewarded, recognized, given the freedom
to make decisions, and be involved in the processes of the Service Profit Chain; will be
successful.
In terms of the model, relationship marketing can be viewed as the internal system
The external system relates directly to the research conducted by Reichheld (1993),
Crosby, Evan, and Cowles (1990), Vavra (1992), and Lowenstein (1995) regarding
customer loyalty, satisfaction, and retention. Finally, loyalty management is the entire
framework in which the system relies.
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Summary
The intent of this study was to research the primary reasons for hotel/casino guest
selection and return. The research questions related directly to the various relationships
that occur in a hotel/casino. Research identified three primary subjects relating to the
research questions: (1) relationship marketing, (2) customer retention and satisfaction,
and (3) loyalty management.
Relationship marketing is comprised of three tiers: price value, social bonds, and
company structure. Price value is essential for the initial attraction o f new guests,
however social bonds and company structure contribute to the retention o f guests
(Gengler and Popkowski Leszczyc, 1997; Stem and Barton, 1997; Berry, 1995;
Reichheld and Sasser, 1990; Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990).
The concept of relationship marketing can be applied on all levels to the Las
Vegas hotel/casinos. Price value marketing attempts are offered in the form of player
accounts. Accounts are monitored to determine the amount of benefits the casino can
extend in terms of discounted rates and merchandise. The social bonds exhibited in the
casino extend past the host relationship to include any relationship with a hotel/casino
employee which may create a personalized experience. The effect of these personalized
experiences is summarized by the Henning-Thurau and Klee’s (1997) Relationship
Quality model. The model embodies the concept that customer service starts with
individual representatives of the company and can create trust and loyalty by
continuously extending personalized service.
Reichheld (1995), Reichheld and Sasser (1990), Vavra (1992), Henning-Thurau
and Klee (1997), and Lowenstein (1995) all support the theory that customers must be
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totally satisfied, not merely satisfied, to be considered loyal. A merely satisfied guest
will most probably not return whereas there is greater evidence of repeat purchase with
totally satisfied guest. As indicated by the authors in support of relationship marketing,
relationships will create superior service opportunities, resulting in totally satisfied and
retained customers.
Finally, loyalty management is introduced by Berry (1995), Lowenstein (1995),
Heskett, Sasser, and Schlesinger (1997), and Schneider and Bowen (1995). The authors
advanced the concept of loyalty management as a philosophical approach which views
customer retention as a continuous process. Contributing to the process is employee
retention and satisfaction, superior service, and customer retention. The philosophy aims
at imifying the processes at work within a company to increase revenue while making all
contributing parties totally satisfied.
The Service Profit Chain (Heskett, Sasser, and Schlesinger, 1997) visually
represents the sum of the research. The internal system and service concept sections of
the model refer back to Henning-Thurau and Klee’s (1997) Relationship Quality model.
Heskett, Sasser, and Schlesinger ( 1997) expand on the Henning-Thurau and Klee model
to include the structure (the company) and the corporate philosophy. The Service Profit
Chain is the summation of the research, the acknowledgment that without the various
tiers of relationship marketing, retention would be greatly reduced. In order for retention
to be maximized, relationship marketing needs to be fully embraced by management.
Finally, without the management and the proper management philosophies, relationship
marketing will not be fully effective. The Service Profit Chain (Heskett, Sasser, and
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Schlesinger, 1997) ties the research into a unified marketing approach. The methodology
employed in this study and the research questionnaire that was developed, were derived
from the three bodies of research described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology used for data collection and analysis. The
purpose of the study was to explore reasons why guests selected and returned to
properties. Specifically, the study intended to identify reasons why guests initially select
and then return to Las Vegas hotel/casino properties. In addition, the research also
investigated the importance o f the host relationship in the guests’ reasons for selection
and return to a particular property.

Sample
A total of 3,200 surveys were distributed to Las Vegas hotel/casino guests during
the course of two separate testing periods. The first distribution of 3,000 surveys was
conducted with the assistance of two Las Vegas hotel/casinos. Each hotel/casino was
given 1,500 surveys to give to casino guests during registration. Despite the efforts of the
researcher, the total number o f surveys returned from this first administration was 20 (a
response rate of .0067%). For this reason, a second administration was conducted.

32
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The second administration was conducted as a guest intercept on a busy Las
Vegas Boulevard intersection were more than 13,000 rooms are represented by four
hotel/casinos. Prior to answering surveys, guests were prescreened to maintain
consistency with the original distribution. Screening questions were as follows:
Are you currently staying in a Las Vegas Strip hotel/casino?
Do you have a casino accoimt (a casino player’s card) with the hotel/casino?
If guests met both these qualifications, they were asked to complete the survey.
Hotel/casino A is a 2,000 room Strip resort. The property was opened in 1957
and has been imdergoing renovations for approximately five years. Hotel/casino A is
located on an intersection of Las Vegas Boulevard were over 13,000 hotel rooms are
represented by four hotel/casinos.
Hotel/casino B is a 2,563 room resort located approximately one mile from
hotel/casino A. Property B was opened in 1990 and is an all suites hotel/casino.
Although property B was not directly situated on the Strip, it was determined by the
researcher to meet the qualifications and limitations of the study. The property maintains
all the aspects of the Strip hotel/casinos with the exception o f location. The property
does attempt to overcome this issue of location with a shuttle which transports guests
(both registered and non-registered) to and from the Strip and hotel/casino.
A total of 201 useable surveys were gathered from the two administrations.
Surveys were deemed unusable if entire sections (tables) pertaining to reasons for
selection, return, or gaming behaviors were omitted. Surveys where a limited number o f
questions were skipped/omitted, were not disqualified (i.e., annual level of income was
omitted) the survey was included.
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Research Instrument
The study proposed to investigate the following eight research questions:
1.

What are the demographic characteristics and behaviors of the casino guests
respondents?

2.

What are the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for hotel/casino
selections?

3.

Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos in regards to the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons
for hotel/casino selection?

4.

What are the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for returning to a
hotel/casino?

5.

Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos in regards to the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons
for hotel/casino return?

6.

How are reasons for selection different from reasons for returning to a
hotel/casino property?

7.

How do respondents with hosts behave differently from those without?

8.

Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos host in regards to the factors identified by the guests as important
host behaviors?
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Instrument Development
The survey instrument was developed using a collaboration of Dillman (1978),
and Berry (1995), Steiber and Krowinski (1990), Payne (1951), and Labaw (1937). The
survey was divided into four sections.

Reasons for Selection and Return: Survev Sections One and Two
The first and second sections offered eighteen reasons for guests to select and
return to a particular hotel/casino. The questions were designed as tables with four
columns. The first column listed the eighteen reasons. The second column utilized a
five-point Likert scale which asked the guest to rate the reasons for property
selection/return on a basis of (5) Very Important to (1) Very Unimportant. The third and
fourth columns also utilized a five-point Likert scale to determine how successful the
guests’ current hotel/casino and the guests’ previous hotel/casino performed the particular
reason. The Likert scale to determine performance ranged from (5) Very Good to (1)
Very Poor. (See appendix B) Guests were instructed that if their current visit (the one
occurring while having received the survey instrument), was their first visit to Las Vegas,
or if they had stayed in the same hotel/casino during every visit, they were not to answer
questions in regards to the last or previous Las Vegas property.
Due to the repetitive nature of the two first questions, it was anticipated that there
would be missing data. If a rating was not given for any singular survey item, it was
treated a missing data. This was to ensure nonexistent rating would not be processed
during statistical analysis. If an entire table was skipped, it was also treated as missing
data for the same reasoning.
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Evaluating the Host Relationship: Survev Section Three
The third section asked questions regarding the host and the guest's level of satisfaction
with their host. The third section utilized the same four-column design as the first two
sections. In the third section, there were nine factors for casino guests with host to
evaluate. Guests were asked to rate the level of importance of the nine factors as well as
report the level of host performance, utilizing the same five-point Likert scale, ranging
from (5) Very Good to (1 ) Very Poor, as in sections one and two.
Participants were asked to check a box and skip the table if they did not have a
host. By making the participant indicate the lack of a host, the researcher was assured the
data was not to be recorded as missing.

Behavior and Demographic Questions: Survev Section Four
The fourth and final section of the survey was designed as closed response
questions. This section attempted to collect both behavioral and demographic
information. The researcher directly addressed the question of the importance of the host
in the decision to return to a property, as well as the likelihood of remaining at a
particular hotel/casino rather than follow the host.
Behavior questions were designed to determine the type of casino games played,
the average wager size, the average time spent gambling while in Las Vegas, and the
primary reason for visiting Las Vegas. The intent was to measure the level o f player; to
determine the percentage o f respondents, which would be considered “high end” by the
casinos.
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The majority o f behavior questions listed all possible options, for example listed
all games which are given rated play by the casinos. Poker and sports book were not
included because they are not rated by the casino and therefore will not result in further
contact with hosts or VIP/Casino Services. Any behavior questions, which could have
been grouped, were done on a basis of the minimum bets allotted on slot machines and
tables.
Demographic questions consisted of age, gender, state of residence and annual
level of income. Each of the questions were categorized into groups for easy tabulation.
(See Appendix B)

Pilot Testing the Survey
Due to the difficulties in securing sponsoring hotel/casinos, the data collection
window of opportunity being limited, and the time constraints of the researcher it was
determined by the researcher and the committee chair not to conduct an outside pilot test.
Surveys were tested for clarity, spelling, misprints, and to gain an estimate for
time to take the survey, the instrument was distributed in an upper-division, UNLV,
undergraduate class (HOA 407, Section 4). On a basis o f student responses, the survey
instrument was adjusted and then printed for hotel/casino administration. Surveys were
distributed during a time which there were no major conventions (i.e., Comdex) or special
events (i.e., boxing matches) which may have been hosted in the city or by the individual
participating hotels.
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Instrument Distribution
The researcher conducted an intercept survey distribution on a skywalk over a
busy Las Vegas Boulevard intersection. The skywalk connects four hotel/casinos
representing a total of 13,071 rooms. During the second administration, casino guests
attempted 243 surveys. Every effort was made to pre-test survey participants. As a
means of attracting participants, hotel/casino A donated vouchers. The voucher were
traded for scratch o ff lottery style cards, which boasted the opportunity to win between
$100 and $1 million on a single ticket.
Registration agents were instructed to inform guests that the survey was
independent of the property and was in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Science in Hotel Administration. Participants were notified their
responses would be kept confidential. In return for distributing the surveys, the
participating hotel/casinos received copies o f this study.
Surveys were distributed in bright blue, legal-sized envelops. The face of the
envelope was stamped “Casino Guest Survey: Service Quality Assessment”. Packets
included a letter of introduction explaining the research, the survey, and a pre-paid
response envelope. Responses were mailed to the attention of the researcher’s committee
chair on the UNLV campus.
Statistical Analysis
The following statistical tests were utilized by the researcher to answer the
research questions: analysis of variance (ANOVA), t-test, crosstabulations, frequencies,
and descriptive analysis.
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Instrument design prevented the researcher from accurately measuring the
associative relationships between the metric dependent variable and one or more
independent variables, rendering regression analysis techniques inappropriate
(Malhotra, 1993).
Chi square analysis was also not used due to the fact that the data is normally
distributed. In addition chi square is a non-parametric test. Chi square tests also attempt
to project data on the basis previous gained data. In the case of this study, there was no
existing data to use as a means of comparison.

Analvsis of Variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA, or one-way analysis of variance uses a single-factor, fixed-efleets
model to compare the effects of one factor on a continuous dependent variable (Cooper
and Emory, 1995). The researcher met the criteria of ANOVA use:
Samples were randomly selected, and
Each group had its own mean and values that deviated from the mean.
In this study, a target population was identified by the researcher. The target population
was casino guests of Strip hotel/casinos. The sample was then divided into two groups:
casino host guests and those without. These sub-populations, or cluster samples were
then compared to one another.
t-Test
t-tests are frequently used parametric test which tests for independent samples, ttests are ideal for small sample sizes. The t-test procedure used in this analysis tested
whether the mean of a single variable differed from a specified constant. A 95%
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confidence interval for the difference between the mean and hypothesized value is
utilized.

Crosstabulations
Crosstabulation is a technique for comparing two classification variables.
Crosstabs focus on single variable distributions where observations were collected on
interval-ratio scales (Cooper and Emory, 1995). As part o f crosstabulation analysis,
Pearson’s R (known most commonly as simple correlation) and Spearman Correlation
tests were reviewed. Pearson’s R summarizes the strength of association between two
metric variables. In a Spearman Correlation test it gives a more absolute value.
Spearman is preferred when testing a larger number of categories (thereby having fewer
ties). Spearman Interval scales differentiate from ordinal scales in that they allow you to
compare the differences between objects (Malhotra, 1993).

Frequencies
Frequency tables are a simple means of arraying data from the lowest value to the
highest, with column for percentages, and percentages adjusted for missing values
(Cooper and Emory, 1995).

Descriptive Analvsis
Descriptive analysis alone will neither prove nor disprove the research questions,
but will provide representations of the numerical data. In short, descriptive analysis
measures the central tendencies, the arithmetic averages of the data (Cooper and Emory,
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1995). Vavra ( 1992) and Reichheld ( 1996) both refer to the use o f descriptive data to
demonstrate the relationship between satisfaction and retention. They suggest that the
scatter plot can be used to illustrate a high correlation of the two variables while also
suggesting additional factors are at work. For this reason, histograms, box and whisker
diagrams, and scatter plots were performed by the researcher. Consistent with the
research, there was no correlation. As a result, scatter plots showed no linear correlation.

Testing of the Research Questions
The research questions will all be answered by utilizing the previously mentioned
statistical analysis. The following outlines the specific analysis, which will be performed
for each research question.

Behaviors and Demographics of Casino Guests
Descriptive data and frequencies will be run on the closed answer survey
questions. The closed answer questions (4-15) give information about the respondents.
The information will summarize the age, gender, type o f property frequented when not in
Las Vegas, and income of the participants. The number of visits to Las Vegas, the
reasons for visiting, and the type(s) of game(s) as well as the size o f wager will be
averaged.

Reasons for Hotel/Casino Selection
Descriptive data will be utilized for this research question to obtain the means and
standard deviations of the eighteen factors presented to participants as reasons for
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hotel/casino selection. Those factors, which have higher means and lower standard
deviations, will be identified as the primary reasons for hotel/casino selection.

Performance of Selection Reasons of Guests’ Current and Previous Hotel/Casinos
Factors identified as primary reasons for selection will be crosstabulated with the
data collected from participant responses relating to current hotel/casino performance as
opposed to previous hotel/casino performance. The researcher also conducted t-tests
between current and previous hotel/casfno performance.

Reasons for Return to a Hotel/Casino
Descriptive data will be utilized for this research question to obtain the means and
standard deviations of the eighteen factors presented to participants as reasons to return to
a particular hotel/casino. Those factors, which have higher means and lower standard
deviations, will be identified as the primary reasons for hotel/casino selection.

Performance of Return Reasons of Guests’ Current and Previous Hotel/Casinos
Factors identified as primary reasons for guest return will be crosstabulated with
the data collected from participant responses relating to current hotel/casino performance
as opposed to previous hotel/casino performance. The researcher also conducted t-tests
between current and previous hotel/casino performance.
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Comparison of Reasons for Selection and Return
Similar to questions three and five, crosstabs and t-tests will be utilized by the
researcher to answer this research question regarding the differences between reason for
selection and return.

Host Guests and Their Differences from Non-Host Guests
This research question presents a number of sub-questions which can be answered
through the used of analysis o f variance (ANOVA) as well as crosstabs. The sub
questions breakdown the larger question of how host guests behave differently, to ask
questions relating to the closed question responses and to determine if guests with a host
ranked reasons for selection and return differently than guests without a host.

Evaluation o f Host Performances
The nature of the question design mandates that crosstabs and t-test is utilized to
compare key host performance factors to the guest’s current hotel/casino and their
previous hotel/casino.

Summary
Chapter three defines the intent of the study, survey development, processes of
distribution, definitions of statistical analysis utilized, and outlines the statistical analysis
which will be discussed in chapter four.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Introduction
This study was designed to explore reasons why guests selected and returned to
properties. The study intended to identify reasons why guests initially select and return to
hotel/casino properties. In addition, the research also investigated the importance o f the
host relationship in the guests’ reasons for selection and return to a particular property.
A total of 3,200 surveys were distributed on a busy intersection o f Las Vegas
Boulevard and in two Las Vegas hotel/casinos. O f the 3,200 surveys administered, 243
were returned and 201 were deemed usable by the researcher, thereby a useable response
rate of 6.28%. Surveys were deemed unusable if entire sections (tables) pertaining to
reasons for selection, return, or gaming behaviors were omitted. Surveys which had
skipped questions were not disqualified (i.e., if one behavior question such as annual
level of income was omitted the survey was included).
The primary administration was conducted as a guest intercept on a busy Las
Vegas Boulevard intersection were more than 13,000 rooms are represented by four
hotel/casinos. Prior to answering surveys, guests were prescreened to maintain
consistency with the original distribution. Screening questions were as follows;
44
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Are you currently staying in a Las Vegas Strip hotel/casino?
Do you have a casino account (a casino player’s card) with the hotel/casino?
If guests met both these qualifications, they were asked to complete the survey.
The two hotel/casino properties combined represent 4,563 hotel rooms. They are
different in location and age, but similar in amenities and facilities.
Hotel/casino A is a 2,000 room Strip resort. The property was opened in 1957
and has been undergoing renovations for approximately five years. Hotel/casino A is
located on an intersection of Las Vegas Boulevard where over 13,000 hotel rooms are
in four hotel/casinos.
Hotel/casino B is a 2,563 room resort located approximately one mile from
hotel/casino A. Property B was opened in 1990 and is an all suites hotel/casino.
Although property B was not directly situated on the Strip, it was determined by the
researcher to meet the qualifications and limitations of the study. The property maintains
all the aspects of the Strip hotel/casinos with the exception of location. The property
does attempt to overcome this issue of location with a shuttle which transports guests
(both registered and non-registered) to and from the Strip and hotel/casino.
Each of the research questions were evaluated with statistical techniques as stated
in Chapter Three. The following is an analysis o f the statistics utilized to answer the
research questions.

Behaviors and Demographics o f Casino Guests
The majority of the respondents were slot players (77.61%). Other casino games
played by participants resulting in the following (listed in descending order): blackjack
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(46.26%); video poker (35.82%); keno ( 19.90%); craps (16.41%); and pai gow poker
(2.48%).(See Tables 1&2).
Slot Plav was recorded as follows:

Table 1: Frequencies of Denominations o f Slot Machines Played by All Respondents
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Not a player

16

8.0

8.3

.05

8

4.0

4.1

.25

78

38.8

40.4

1.00

77

38.3

39.9

5.00

12

6.0

6.2

25.00 and up

2

1.0

1.0

201

100

100

Total
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Table 2: Frequencies of Average Wagers Placed on Table Games by All Respondents
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

74

36.8

38.3

3.00-5.00

63

31.3

32.6

6.00-15.00

29

14.4

15.0

16.00-30.00

13

6.5

6.7

31.00-50.00

3

1.5

1.6

51.00-100.00

7

3.5

3.6

101.00 and up

4

2.0

2.1

193

96.00

100

Not a table
player

Total

A majority of players reported one to five visits to Las Vegas per year (57.9%)
during which they typically play three to five hours (38.1%) per day. The primary
reasons for players to visit Las Vegas were for vacation (50.0%) followed by gambling
(22.7%).
O f the 201 usable surveys, only 78 of the participants (38.8%) reported having a
host. O f the host guests, 3.8% reported the host was “very important” in their decision to
retum to a hotel/casino. In contrast, the host relationship was considered a “very
important” factor in returning to a property by only 7.9% of casino guests. In addition.
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only 7.6% of host guest as compared to 10.0% of casino guests reported they follow their
host to a new property should that host relocate.
Descriptive data was utilized to determine the demographics of the respondents.
Gender was fairly evenly distributed with 56.7% of respondents being male and 42.3%
female. Age of survey participants ranged between 20 and 78 with mean o f 43.68 and a
standard distribution of 13.93. The greatest percentage of respondents (22.9%) reported
an annual income of $30,000-544,999. Respondents primarily frequent mid-scale hotels
when traveling to destinations outside of Las Vegas.

Reasons for Hotel/Casino Selection
Participants reported five primary factors for property selection. The five factors
were determined from the means and standard deviations of the eighteen proposed factors
for property selection. (See Table 3) The selection factors were compared by the means
and standard deviations. Combined means and standard deviations were reviewed and
then ranked in descending order
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Table 3: Reasons for Selecting a Hotel/Casino
Host

Host

No-Host

No-Host

C om bin

C om bined

Mean

SD

M ean

SD

ed M ean

SD

O verall property appearance

4.45

.71

4.47

.65

4.46

.67

Follow through o f prom ised

4.40

.86

4.33

.94

4.36

.91

Value

4.25

.97

4.42

.93

4.35

.94

Location

4.26

.86

4.27

.87

4.27

.86

Follow through o f prom ised

4.35

.82

4.20

1.03

4.26

.95

Friendliness o f dealers

4.17

.92

4.09

.96

4.12

.94

Them e

4.08

1.10

3.97

1.12

4.02

1.11

Friendliness o f slot attendants

4.04

1.06

3.91

1.04

3.96

1.04

New experience

3.97

.94

3.94

1.10

3.95

1.04

C om plim entary rooms

4 .1 1

1.09

3.80

1.32

3.92

1.25

C om plim entary food

4.08

1.00

3.78

1.21

3.90

1.14

M ade to feel im portant

3.99

1.04

3.62

1.18

3.77

1.14

R ecom m ended by friends o r

3.88

1.09

3.53

1.25

3.67

1.20

S ta ff recognition

3.90

.97

3.46

1.13

3.64

1.09

C asino host

4.04

.92

3.37

1.33

3.63

1.23

V IP Services

3.81

1.12

3.34

1.25

3.53

1.22

M arketing prom otions

3.69

1.04

3.39

1.21

3.51

1.16

Slot o r table tournam ents

3.05

1.39

2.84

1.41

2.92

1.40

Selection F actor

services

am enities

family
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Performance of Selection Reasons of Guests’ Current and Previous Hotel/Casinos
Consistent with the research, a comparison was made between the primary
selection factors of guest’s current hotel/casino and their previous hotel/casino
experiences. It was found that 53.3% left properties they ranked as “Very Good ” in
Overall property appearance to go to other properties ranked “Very Good”. Additionally,
44.1 % left properties they ranked as “Good” in Overall property appearance to go to other
properties ranked as “Good”. These same high percentages, of guest ranking current and
previous properties highly for promised services (50.0%), value (69.6%), location
(44.0%), and amenities (50.0%).
In each o f the five cases for comparison between current hotel/casinos and
previous hotel/casinos, property appearance, promised services, value, location and
follow through o f promised amenities tested with statistically significant levels at p <
. 001 .

Reasons for Retum to a Hotel/Casino
Participants reported five primary factors for returning to a particular hotel/casino.
The five factors were determined from the means and standard deviations of the eighteen
proposed factors for retum to a particular hotel/casino. (See Table 4) The selection
factors were compared by the means and standard deviations. Combined means and
standard deviations were reviewed and then ranked in descending order.
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Table 4: Reasons for Returning to a Hotel/Casino
Host

Host

No-Host

No-Host

C om bin

Com bined

M ean

SD

Mean

SD

ed Mean

SD

Location

4.25

.88

4.28

.86

4.27

.87

Value

4.05

1.04

4.34

.94

4.23

.99

Follow through of prom ised

4.16

1.03

4.21

.91

4.20

.91

O verall property appearance

4.12

.99

4.23

.85

4.19

.91

Follow through of prom ised

4.24

.88

4.11

.93

4.16

.91

Theme

3.87

1.13

4.04

1.08

3.97

1.10

New experience

3.85

1.09

4.01

1.02

3.95

1.05

C om plim entary food

4.03

.96

3.75

1.14

3.86

1.07

Friendliness o f dealers

3.95

1.01

3.80

1.15

3.86

1.09

C om plim entary rooms

4.05

.96

3.72

1.24

3.85

1.15

Friendliness o f slot attendants

3.88

1.10

3.75

1.12

3.80

1.11

M ade to feel im portant

3.89

.93

3.69

1.08

3.77

1.02

VIP Services

3.91

1.00

3.58

1.16

3.71

1.11

Casino host

3.95

.99

3.50

1.15

3.68

1.11

Recommended by friends o r

3.84

1.12

3.57

1.24

3.68

1.20

S taff recognition

3.66

1.04

3.53

1.15

3.58

1.11

M arketing prom otions

3.70

1.12

3.36

1.17

3.49

1.16

Slot o r table tournam ents

3.35

1.19

3.01

1.26

3.14

1.24

Selection Factor

services

am enities

family
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Performance of Retum Reasons of Guests’ Current and Previous Hotel/Casinos
It was found that 60.0% of respondents reported current hotel/casinos and
previous hotel/casinos as “Very Good” as a reason for retum. Respondents similarly
answered with value (52.6%), follow through o f promised services (42.9%), overall
property appearance (66.7%), and follow through of promised amenities (53.3%).
The five key factors for retuming to properties were substantiated by t-tests which
demonstrated consistently high levels o f significance, p < .001. The high levels of
significance for all the five factors indicates that the early assumptions drawn from the
descriptive data was accurate in identifying the primary factors for guests retuming to a
particular hotel/casino.

Comparison of Reasons for Selection and Retum
Reasons for selection and reasons for retum were very similar. The same five
factors were identified as the most important. However, the factors were not similarly
ranked. (See Table 5)
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Table 5: Comparison o f Reasons o f All Respondents for Selection and Retum to
Hotel/Casinos
Reasons for

Reasons for

Reasons for

Reasons for

selection M

re tu rn M

selection SD

re tu rn ^

VIP Services

3.53

3.71

1.22

1.11

C om plim entary rooms

3.92

3.85

1.25

1.15

C om plim entary food

3.90

3.86

1.14

1.07

Follow through o f promised

4.36

4.20

.91

.91

4.26

4.16

.95

.91

Casino host

3.63

3.68

1.23

1.11

Friendliness o f slot attendants

3.96

3.80

1.04

1.11

Friendliness o f dealers

4.12

3.86

.94

1.09

S taff recognition

3.64

3.58

1.09

1.11

M ade to feel im portant

3.77

3.77

1.14

1.02

M arketing promotions

3.51

3.49

1.16

1.16

Slot o r table tournam ents

2.92

3.14

1.40

1.24

Them e

4.02

3.97

1.11

1.10

O verall property appearance

4.46

4.19

.67

.91

New Experience

3.95

3.95

1.04

1.05

Value

4.35

4.23

.94

.99

Location

4.27

4.27

.86

.87

Recom m ended by friends o r

3.67

3.68

1.20

1.20

services
Follow through o f promised
am enities

family
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Most relevant for both reasons for selection and retum is the failure for
relationship factors to have surfaced as primary reasons for selection and retum. Factors
identified by the researcher as being associated with relationships were casino host,
friendliness of dealers and slot attendants, staff recognition, and VIP Services. With the
exception of “friendliness of dealers” as a reason for selection, none of the factors
demonstrated similar means or standard deviations to the primary factors listed for
selection and retum. (See Table 6)

Table 6: Comparison of Relationship Reasons for Selection and Retum
Reasons for

Reasons for

Reasons fo r

Reasons for

selection M

re tu rn M

selection ^

return SD

C asino Host

3.63

3.68

1.23

1.11

Friendliness of

4.12

3.86

.94

1.09

3.96

3.80

1.04

1.11

S ta ff Recognition

3.64

3.58

1.09

1.11

V IP Services

3.53

3.71

1.22

1.11

Dealers
Friendliness o f Slot
A ttendants

Crosstabs supported similarities between the data sets. Pearson’s R correlation
supported the significance (p < .001) of the relationships. Although factors were ranked
differently, they were crosstabulated with their corresponding factor (i.e., overall property
appearance for selection was compared to Overall property appearance for retum).
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Host Guests and Their Differences from Non-Host Guests
Guests with casino guest and those without hosts did demonstrate differences in
demographics and behaviors. Host guests reported slightly higher income. Although the
largest number of participants reported an income between $30,000 to $44,999 followed
by the income bracket of $45,000 to $59,999 regardless o f host relationship, larger
percentages were reported for each income bracket for those guests with hosts.
Host guests tend to visit Las Vegas more times per year (six to ten visits) while
reporting the same primary reasons for coming to Las Vegas as vacation and gambling.
Most notable is the longer hours spent gambling per day for those guests which have a
host. Where non-host guests report only 4.2% and 3.4% which gamble nine to eleven and
twelve or more hours per day respectively, host guests report 13.9% which gamble nine
to eleven hours and 10.1% which gamble twelve or more hours per day.
The majority of host guests reported being table players (67.9% as compared to
non-host guests, 57.4%). For all casino games, table or slot, guests with host reported
larger average wagers.
In regards to behavior when not in Las Vegas, host guests again reported similar
behaviors as non-host guests, but reported larger percentages which frequented luxury
and mid-scale hotels.
The host guests (38.8% of total respondents) only 3.8% felt the host was a “very
important” factor in retuming to a hotel/casino. In addition, 7.6% of host guests reported
they would follow their host to a new property.
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Evaluation of Host Performances
Guests with hosts identified host availability, genuine concern of the host for their
positive experience, friendliness of the host, and follow through of the host for promised
food complimentaries. The issue regarding food appeared as the second most important
factor. Consistent with written in responses, guests were very concerned with food price
value. Many of the written in comments included questions as to where all the low cost
buffets have gone and why is food so expensive. (See Table 7)

Table 7: Evaluation of Host Performance
Host Behaviors

Mean

Std. Deviation

Friendliness

4.33

.92

Follow through on promised food

4.18

.98

4.13

.88

4.13

.99

complimentaries
Genuine concern for guests' positive
experience
Availability
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
The Las Vegas hotel/casino industry has grown along the Strip. Hotel/casinos are
being face with the fact that the current market is growing saturated as the number o f
hotel/casinos exceeds the current market demands. Financial obligations will force
hotel/casinos to change current marketing strategies and current operation procedures to
maintain existing clientele. This study questioned the factors that contribute to casino
guest hotel/casino selection, reasons for retuming to particular hotel/casinos, as well as
the effectiveness and the impact of the host relationship.
The subjects that related to the questions posed by the researcher, can be
summarized into three topics: (a) relationship marketing, (b) customer satisfaction and
retention, and (c) loyalty management.
Relationship marketing consists of three tiers: value, social bond, and stmctural
bond. Customer satisfaction and retention research suggested that a merely satisfied
customer does not equate to a loyal customer. Loyalty is gained only through superior
service, superior quality, and the ability for the company to make a client feel as though
their opinions are important. Finally, loyalty management can be summarized by the
57
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“service profit chain”.
The model itself is viewed as management philosophy, rather than management
policy. The model breaks down into internal and external sections. The internal
customer is the employee. Employees, not unlike customers, will remain loyal to
companies where they feel there is a superior product, where they feel they have the
freedom to provide superior service, and where they feel they are valued and respected as
not mere employees but as contributing partners working toward a desired goal. The
external customer is the client, in this study, the casino guest. The external customer will
remain where they are totally satisfied and where they feel they have all three levels of
relationship marketing (value, social bond, and structural bond).
Since no existing studies which may be available to the public were available to
the researcher, a survey instrument was designed with the intent to capture information
regarding guest’s reasons for selection and retum. The instrument also acquired
information which would lead to answers regarding customer satisfaction and loyalty.
Finally, the instrument tested the social bond in terms o f a host relationship as well as
testing if VIP Services Department, friendliness of slot assistants or friendliness of
dealers was identified as an important social bond. The analysis of this research and the
conclusions follow.

Summary
The purpose o f the study was to investigate the reason as to why guests selected
and retumed to Las Vegas hotel/casino properties. Specifically, the study attempted to
identify the reason why guests initially select and continue to retum to hotel/casino
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properties. In addition, the study examined the importance of the host relationship.
The research discovered that the only demographic differences between host and
non-host guests, was in terms of annual income and types o f hotel frequented when
staying in hotels outside of Las Vegas. In contrast to the slight differences between
demographics, host and non-host guests answered behavior questions quite differently.
Players with hosts tended to gamble longer, wager more, and play table games as opposed
to slot machines.
Reasons for selection and reasons for retum were identified by participants as the
same five factors: (1) overall property appearance, (2) follow through o f promised
services, (3) follow through of promised amenities, (4) location, and (5) value.
Although guests ranked the same primary reasons for selection and retum, they ranked
them in different orders. Findings resulting from sections one and two o f the survey
included the failure of guests to rank relationship related reasons as primary factors in
selection and retum. In fact, VIP Services, friendliness of dealers, friendliness of slot
attendants, casino host, and staff recognition consistently ranked below a mean of 4.00.
Survey section three which addressed the host relationship, as well as two closed
response questions which specifically asked players to indicate how likely they were to
follow a host to another property and how important the host was to their retuming to a
property. Only 78 of the 201 participants (38.8%) reported they had a host. Guest
reported only 7.9% felt the host relationship was an integral component in the decision to
retum while 10.0% indicated they would follow their host to a new property. This data
suggests that the host are not important factors in guests’ decisions to retum to a
particular property nor more to a new property as a result of their relationships.
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Conclusion of Research Questions
Conclusions on a basis of each research question finding are as follows.
Behaviors and Demograohics
What are the demographic characteristics and behaviors of the casino guest
respondents?
Respondents are primarily slot players, 43 years old and equally distributed as to
male and female. They tend to visit mid-scale hotels and have a mean income o f $30,000
to $39,000. The majority do not use hosts and very few would follow a host to a new
property.

Reasons for Hotel/Casino Selection
What are the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for hotel/casino
selections?
The primary factors for selection, in descending order, are overall property
appearance, follow through of services promised, value, location, and follow though of
promised amenities.

Performance of Selection reasons of Guests’ Current and Previous Hotel/Casinos
Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos in regards to the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for
hotel/casino selection?
There were no great differences between current hotel/casinos and previous
hotel/casinos. Although there was some indication that guests left properties which
scored poorly on the five primary factors for property selection, the larger percentage left
properties which were ranked as performing equally as well.
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These findings support research that indicates guests retum of consumers will
repurchase if they are overwhelmed by a service experience. Jones and Sasser (1995)
indicate that businesses should be concemed by the large number of customer service
surveys which are retumed with most items scoring a four or five on a scale ranging from
( 1) completely dissatisfied to (5) completely satisfied. Although on the surface high
ratings would appear to indicate customer satisfaction, Jones and Sasser (1995)
determined this is not always tme. Crosby, Evans, and Cowles ( 1990) along with Berry
(1995) imply what this study has also indicated. Satisfied customers do not always
become loyal and retained customers.

Reasons for Retum to a Hotel/Casino
What are the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for returning to a
hotel/casino?
The primary factors why guests chose to retum to a particular hotel/casino were
the same factors as reason for selection. The factors for retum were ranked differently,
with location, value, follow through of promised services, overall property appearance,
and follow though o f promised amenities listed in descending order as the most
important.
This information was inconsistent with current relationship marketing research in
one important manner. This study found that relationships were not primary factors for
retuming to a particular hotel/casino. Crosby, Evans and Cowles (1990) tested the
influence of relationships on retention. The authors’ study suggested that future sales
depended mainly on the quality of the relationship. However, these findings did support
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Crosby, Evans and Cowles ( 1990) theory that the social bonding or relationship normally
cannot overcome a noncompetitive core product (price value). This study did determine
that value was a primary factor in the decision to retum to a hotel/casino.

Performance of Retum Reasons of Guests’ Current and Previous Hotel/Casinos
Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos in regards to the factors identified by the guests as primary reasons for
hotel/casino return?
Similarly to the reasons for property selection, it was discovered that the majority
o f respondents left properties with which they were satisfied to go to other properties
where they ranked equally satisfactory performances.
As with the reasons for property selection, reasons for property retum were not
inconsistent or surprising as guests reporting leaving properties where they stated they
were satisfied to go to a new property. These findings would suggest that hotel/casinos
maybe meeting the needs o f the guests but are not exceeding their needs to a point where
the guests would find themselves overwhelmed and totally satisfied (Lowenstien, 1995
and Vavra, 1992).

Comparison of Reasons for Selection and Retum
How are the reasons for selection different from reasons for retuming to a
hotel/casino property?
Reasons for selection and reasons for retum were very similar. The order in
which the factors were ranked as more important did vary. Location and value were the
two primary reasons for retum. However, when compared on a basis of means and
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standard distribution, there were very slight differences. All five factors had a mean of
greater than 4.15, regardless if a factor for selection or retum.
These finding were found to be inconsistent with current relationship marketing
research. Current research would indicate that the relationships themselves would
provide the desired level of interaction to improve customer loyalty (Gengler and
Popkowski Leszczyc, 1997). The authors concluded that relationships are opportunities
to create superior customer service experiences which will build loyalty among
customers. This assumption is also supported by Alamo’s Best Friends program, Lexus’
“Customer First”, and Xerox’s study on customer retention. All indicated that
relationships (social bonds) and not value incentives would be the primary factor for
retum.

Host Guests and Their Differences from Non-Host Guests
How do respondents with hosts behave differently from those without?
The behaviors of guests with hosts and the behavior of guests without host
demonstrated some relevant findings. There was very little difference in terms of age and
general demographics. The exception to this was income. Host players reported a larger
annual income and type of hotels they frequent when not in Las Vegas. These differences
support notable findings in terms of length o f time played, type o f game played, and
average table wager. Host guests play longer, typically play table games rather than slot
games, and make larger wagers on both tables and slots.
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Evaluation of Host performances
Are there performance differences between the guests’ current and previous
hotel/casinos host in regards to the factors identified by the guests as important host
behaviors?
The primary factors identified by host guests as most relevant were friendliness of
host, follow through on promised food complimentaries, genuine concern for guest
positive experience, and availability. Unlike the other casino guests which ranked current
and previous hotel/casinos similarly for performance, host guests reported a larger
percentage as leaving properties with “neutral” host performance to go to one with
“good” host performance for all primary factors except friendliness. Friendliness was the
only of the host categories which the majority o f guests left properties with host they
ranked as “very good” to attend properties with host they also ranked as "very good”.

Implications of the Research
The research indicates that the relationships established in hotel/casinos are not
the primary reasons for selection and return. Most notable is the fact the host
relationship; friendliness of dealers and slot attendants; staff recognition; and VIP
Services (all which were categorized by the researcher as relationship factors) were rated
less import in selection and return decisions than follow through of amenities and
services promised, location, overall property appearance and value.
The findings in this research are not consistent with current marketing research in
regards to relationship issues but is consistent in terms o f level of satisfaction and
likelihood of return. Continuing with current research, more should be investigated in
terms of what is the biggest reason to return to a property when the property has already
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met the demands of the guest. More studies need to be conducted to discover what will
make an experience at one hotel worth returning to for that experience in the future.
The percentage of participants which utilize a host was 38.8%. Although these
players tend to play longer, and place higher wagers, the question remains if the
relationship and the role of the host is important. A low percentage of guests (10.0%)
that report they would follow a host or feel the host is “very important” in their decision
to return to a property (7.9%). This provides further implications that the role of the host
should not be the primary focus o f hotel/casino marketers. Rather, selection and return
factors indicate that guests are more interested in amenities, value, location, and
appearance than the customized service offered via a host relationship.

Suggested Future Research
Suggested future research would include recommendations for survey distribution
and the alteration of the survey instrument. Las Vegas presents a challenging survey
distribution situation. Many hotel/casinos are unwilling to ask guests to participate in a
voluntary study. In part, there is hesitation to make the guests feel as though their
privacy is being invaded. Other reasons for hotel/casinos not wanting to participate is the
inability to understand how such information could be useful. In addition, any time the
guests takes in their room, loitering over dinner, or taking a survey- is time away from the
casino and translates into lost revenue. For these reasons, the researcher recommends that
surveys be conducted outside the casino. Any attempt to distribute at check in will limit
the sample. In addition, there is great cost associated with the large numbers associated
with Las Vegas hotel/casinos. The response rate did not justify the time and costs
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associated with front desk (check in) distribution.
The instrument would need to be altered to capture a greater number of
participants. The number of research questions would also be limited as a result of this,
however responses may prove to be more useful. Other than a new instrument, the
researcher suggests focus groups. More detailed information regarding loyalty could be
revealed in such a setting. Although not easily tested, this information is valuable to a
changing market place.
Further research should be placed on hotel loyalty. In addition, further research
regarding gaming and the psychology behind why players continue to play may be useful
in determining what will bring them back to a particular property.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY LETTER
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April 2,1998
Dear Casino Guest:
There is more œmpetition today amongst Las Vegas casinos Üian ever before.
As a result, customer loyalty w ill be a major factor which w ill make properties
successful. This researdi is being conducted in an effort to examine customer
loyalty and how it relates to satisfaction and retention.
Your opinion as a casino customer is important This research, conducted in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master in hospitality
management, w ill help improve the customer service visitors like you receive. It
should take approximately 20 minutes to complete the enclosed survey. Your
decision to participate is voluntary. However, in order that the results will be
truly representative, it is important that each survey be completed and returned.
Enclosed is a postage paid envelope that you can mail from anywhere in the
United States.
The results w ill be kept confidential. The survey has an identification number
for mailing purposes only. This is so that guests for each property may be
accounted. Your name will never be associated with the survey.
This survey w ill be used to determine what are the primary factors for customer
loyalties. In return for your participation, you may receive a summary of the
r^ults by providing your name and address on the back of the return envelope.
Please do not put this information on the survey itself.
If you have any questions regarding this research please contact Michael
Petrillose at (702)895-0802. Should you have any questions regarding your
rights as a research subject please contact the UNLV Office of Sponsored
Programs at (702)895-1357.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Eileen N. Kennedy
MS Candidate

Michael J. Petrillose, Ph D.
Assistant Professor
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APPENDIX B

SURVEY
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Casino Guest Survey
Service Quality Assessment
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Please circle the number which best describes your opinion.
VI
IM
N
UI
VUI

= Very Important
= Important
= Neutral
= Unimportant
= Very Unimportant

VG
G
N
P
VP

= Very Good
= Good
= Neutral
= Poor
= Very Poor

Question 1: If this is your first visit to Las Vegas or if you have stayed in the same
hotel/casino every visit, do not answer questions in the last column.
Reasons why you would select a
particular hotel/casino.

How im portant is
this to you?

VI IM N UI VUI

Complimentary rooms

Follow through o f promised services

I

How good is the
hotel/casino in
1 which you are
currently a guest at
performing this?
VG G N P VP

How good was the last
Las Vegas hotel/casino at
which you were a guest at
delivering this?
VG G N P VP

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

p ro m a B â m e ^ S S ^
Casino host

Fnendliness o f dealers

Made to feel important
Marketnignromotioas
Slot or table tournaments

Overall property appearance
s
Value

Recommended by friends/&mily
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Please circle the number which best describes your opinion.
VI
IM
N
UI
VUI

= Very Important
= Important
= Neutral
= Unimportant
= Very Unimportant

VG
G
N
P
VP

= Very Good
= Good
= Neutral
= Poor
= Very Poor

Question 2: If this is your first visit to Las Vegas or if you have stayed in the same
hotel/casino every visin do not answer questions in the last column.
Reasons you have returned or will
return in the future to the
hotel/casino in which you arc
currently a guest

How important is
this to you?

How good is the
hotel/casino in
which you are
currently a guest at
performing this?

How good was the last
Las Vegas hotel/casino at
which you were a guest at
delivering this?

VI IM N UI VUI

VG G N P VP

VG G N P VP

VIP Service Benefits (access to shows,
rooms, Ihnos, etc.)

5

4

3 2

I

5 ^ 4 - 3 2 1:

Complimentary rooms

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 1

5

4 3 2 1

Complimentary food

5

4

3 2

I

5 4^^ 3 2 I

•5

4 3 -2 1 -

Follow through of promised services

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 1

5

4 3 2 1

Follow through of promised amenities

5

4

3 2

I

5 4 3 2 I

4.5

Casino host

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 1

5

4

3 2

I

5 4- 3 2 1

,5

Friendliness o f slot attendants

4 3
1-

44^3 : 2 :1 f
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 -1 ..

Friendliness of dealers

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 1

5

4 3

Staff recognition

5

4

3 2

I

5 4- 3 2 I

5

4 3 2 I

Made to feel important

5

4

3 2

I

5 4 3 2 I

4 3 2 1

Marketing promotions

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 I

5
5

4 3 2 1

Slot or table tournaments

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 1

5

4 3 2 1

Theme/atmosphere of property

5

4

3 2

I

5 4 3 2 I

5

4 3 2 1

Overall property appearance

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

New experience

5

4

3 2

I

5

4 3 2 I

5
5

4 3 2 I

Value

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 I

5

4 3 2 I

Location

5

4

3 2

I

5 4 3 2 I

5

4 3 2 I

Recommended by friends family

5

4

3 2

1

5 4 3 2 I

5

4 3 2 I

i

1
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Please circle the number which best describes your opinion.
VI = Very Important
IM = Important
N = Neutral
UI = Unimportant
VUI = Very Unimportant

VG
G
N
P
VP

= Very Good
= Good
= Neutral
= Poor
= Very Poor

Question 3: Check here if you do not have a casino host and please skip to Question #4.
Skip to Question #4.

Importance of Casino Host
Performance.

How im portant is
this to you?

How good is your
casino host at
performing this?

How good was the casino
host at the last property
you frequented at
delivering this?

VI IM N UI VUI

VG G N P VP

VG G N P VP

s :4 ~ 3

5 4

Follows through on promised food
complimentaries

5 4

3

2

1

5

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Anticipates needs

5 4

3

2

I

5

4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 .1

Makes you feel important

5 4

3

2

1

5 4 3 2 1

Genuine concern for your positive
experience

5 4

3

2

I

5

Recognition

5 4

3

2

Availability

5 4

3

Returns calls

5 4

Friendliness

5 4

3

2. 1

2 1
■

Follows through on promised room
complimentaries

-

4 3' # i

4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 :1

1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

2

I

5

4 3 2 I

3

2

1

5

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

3

2

1

5

4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1

'

1
•

5 4 3 2 I
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Please circle the response which best describes your opinion.
4. How important is the casino host in your decision to return to our property as a casino guest?
a) Very important
b) Important
c) Neutral
d) Unimportant
e) Very unimportant
5. If the casino host relocates to a competitor's property, how likely are you to stay at your property as
opposed to following your host to the competitive property?
a) Very Likely
b) Likely
c) Neutral
d) Unlikely
e) Very unlikely
6. How many times per year do you visit Las Vegas?
a) First Visit Ever
b) 1 - 5 times per year
c) 6 - 1 0 times per year
d) 11-15 times per year
e) 16 or more times per year
7. Please circle the primary reason why you have visited or continue to visit Las Vegas.
a) Business
b) Honeymoon/Marriage/Anniversary
c) Vacation
d) Gambling
e) Special Event
8. During an average visit to Las Vegas, how much time do you typically spend per day in the casinos
gambling?
a) 0 - 2 hours
b) 3 - 5 hours
c) 6 - 8 hours
d) 9 - 11 hours
e) 12 or more hours
9. What types of casino games do you play while in Las Vegas? (Circle all those which apply.)
a) Black Jack
b) Keno
c) Pai Gow Poker
d) Video Poker
e) Slot Machines
0 Baccarat
g) Craps
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Please circle the response which best describes your opinion.
10. Please indicate which machines you typically play while in Las Vegas.
a) I am not a slot player.
b) S.05
c) S.25
d) SI.GO
e) S5.00
0 S25.00 and up
11. Please indicate your average bet size on table games while in Las Vegas.
a) I am not a table player.
b) S3.00-S5.00
c) S6.00-S15.00
d) $16.00-S30.00
e) S31.00-S50.00
0 S51.0 0 -S 100.00
g) S101.00 or above
12. What types of properties do you primarily frequent when travelling to non-casino destinations?
a) Luxury (Examples; Four Seasons, Ritz-Carlton)
b) Mid-Scale (Examples: Marriott, Hyatt, Hilton)
c) Extended Stay (Examples: Residence Inns, Embassy Suites, Homewood Suites)
d) Economy/Budget (Examples: Days Inns, Motel 6)
13. In what year where you bom? Please fill in the year.

14. What is your gender") Please circle.
Male
Female
15. What is your state of residence? Please fill in the state.

15.What is your annual level of income?
a) 0-$14,999
b) $15,000-$29,999
c) $30,000 - $44,999
d) $45,000 - $59,999
e) $60,000 - $74,999
0 $75,000 - $89,999
g) $90,000 - $104,999
h) $105,000 and above
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Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the
reasons you have selected a particular hotel/casino and why you
continue to frequent a particular hotel/casino? If so. please use
this space for that purpose.

Your contribution to this effort is greatly appreciated.
If you would like a summary of results, please print your
name and address on the back of the return envelope (not on this
survey). We will see that you receive the documentation.
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